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What was originally marketed as a sedative, turned out to be a dangerous pill for a
fetus,as well as being the reason for death for thousands of deceased fetuses, as well as causing
more to be born with birth defects. It should be noted that Thalidomide was a sedative produced
in Germany by a company named Grünenthal and sold by the company Merrell, around the
world. Furthermost “The drug was popular in Germany, and sold over the counter (without a
prescription) as a sleeping tablet, sedative, and tranquilizer—for both adults and, in liquid form,
for children. (An American pediatrician called it ‘West Germany's babysitter.’)”1. Undoubtedly
Merrell sent an application to the FDA to sell Thalidomide in the US; their case was given to Dr.
Frances Kelsey (Oldham), the newest member of the FDA in 1960 as an easy start to her job. But
in the process of her work the news started reporting (some) newborns with birth defects, one
baby was born with no arms at all, and it just had little toes where its feet should even be.
Subsequently, the baby had no eyes, because the nerves did not develop in the eyes, and it had no
ears as well…they couldn't tell the gender of the baby because its genitalia were all mixed up as
well 2 (see Appendix I). Indeed What was viewed as an easy head start to her position in the
FDA turned out to be a complicated battle that would save multiple lives and change history.
During her fight to keep Thalidomide out of the US (prescription) drug market, Dr. Frances
Kelsey became a symbol for women to take action and have integrity. First and foremost she
prevented the death of multiple babies caused by Thalidomide. Furthermore, her discovery
pushed the Kefauver-Harris Drug Amendment to be passed, which extended the FDA’s
authority. In Addition to this Dr. Frances Kelsey developed to become a woman with a legacy to
remember.
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“Three scientists were needed to approve a new drug – a chemist, a pharmacologist, and
a medical officer. In the case of thalidomide, these scientists were Lee Geismar (chemist), Jiro
Oyama (pharmacologist), and Dr. Frances Kelsey (medical officer). Her role was to review the
safety and efficacy of the drug. All three scientists found problems with the application to
approve thalidomide;”3 not to mention that Merrell put thalidomide through some animal studies
to supplement what it believed was the “basic research” already done in German.“Among the
concern of Dr. Frances Kelsey concerns was the lack of data indicating whether the drug could
cross the placenta, which provides nourishment to a developing fetus.”4 without hesitation Dr.
Frances Kelsey took facts before the theories of Merrell and prevented this tragedy from
reaching the US. By resisting the pressure put on her by Merelle, Dr. Frances Kelsey prevented
this particular Drug form being distributed (commercially) in this country5. Not to mention, Dr.
Frances Kelsey made an exceptional decision of ignoring Merrell, even though they were a
compelling company. “she refuse to be hurried into approving an application for marketing a
new drug. It should be noted that she regarded its safety as unproven, despite considerable data
arguing that it was ultra safe.”6 Along with one of those claims stating that Thalidomide was
suicide-proof “the development of thalidomide seemed to have been a breakthrough, largely
because it was ‘suicide-proof.’(One man was reported to have swallowed 140 pills, slept for
several days and awaked with merely a bad hangover.)”7
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Evidently Dr. Frances Kelsey made sure that her work was elegant and that all statements
wouldn't put the lives of Americans in jeopardy. Furthermost Dr. Frances Kelsey stood up for
what she believed in, keeping compelling companies like Merrell from bringing tragedy to
families in the US. In doing so Dr. Frances Kelsey saved the lives of future generations by
keeping Thalidomide from reaching the next generation. With her probing analysis of Merrell’s
application and her insistence on scientific rigor, Dr. Frances Kelsey ensured that the effects in
the United States were far more limited.8

Andrea Tones from Ted-Ed said, “Dr. Frances Kelsey’s life-saving work was almost
prevented by the gender biases of the 1930’s”9 As a woman starting out with her career, Dr.
Frances Kelsey was underestimated because she was able to do the work that was demanded
from her from the beginning. “I went to school quite early, with my brother, who was two years
older, and I kept up with him.”10 said Dr. Frances Kelsey Even at such a young age she was
already showing signs of responsibility and self-care as much as her older brother. Particularly
when she was put in the school it might have been difficult for her since she was younger than
her brother, but she ended up doing an exquisite job. In that event starting early meant finishing
high school early at the blossoming age of 15.11 In particular the normal age of graduating high
school is 18, but Dr. Frances Kelsey took advantage of her head start and finished early,
“proving that women can compete at top academic institutions”12. Regardless of the fact that Dr.
Frances Kelsey has accomplished her education early, When Dr. Frances Kelsey Oldham applied
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to the University of Chicago she received letter starting with a “Mr. Oldham”, with a
misconception of her name being a masculine name. Dr. Frances Kelsey later joked about saying
“that had her name been elizabeth of marie jane her career might have ended there”13. But as
much as she joked about this misconception Dr. Frances Kelsey had to tragically say this “When
a woman took a job in those days, she was made to feel as if she was depriving a man of the
ability to support his wife and child,”. “But my professor said: ‘Don’t be stupid. Accept the job,
sign your name and put “Miss” in brackets afterward.’ ”14
For her hard work and courage of keeping Thalidomide out of the US, “Dr. Frances
Kelsey was listed as one of top 10 admired woman in America in 1963”15 (mostly for her action
and her bravery) this would have pushed her actions furthermore of proving that girls can
compete at the top of the academic institution. Dr. Frances Kelsey also received the President's
Award for Distinguished Federal Civilian Service on August 7th, 1962 (see Appendix 2),16 she
was the second woman to receive this award – the highest award the government gives to
civilians17. This was truly a favorable broadcast considering that she was a symbol (for woman to
take actions and have integrity). For her vigilance, Dr. Frances Kelsey received numerous honors
and awards. She was also called to testify before Congress on legislation to strengthen drug
safety oversight. This would change the forthcoming considering that Merrells test were not
compatible with the regulation of the FDA.
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A speech by president John F. Kennedy, says“I am pleased to approve this bill (see
Appendix 3), which is designed to provide safer and more effective drugs to the American
consumer...Fortunately, prior to the revelation of the dangers posed by drugs like thalidomide,
the foundation for legislative action on drugs had been laid down.”18 “Moreover, Dr. Frances
Kelsey helped write the rules that now govern nearly every clinical trial in the industrialized
world, and was the first official to oversee them.”19 Also most of the clinical trials of Merrell
were fraud and possibly lethal. “In 1959 Merrell started sending thalidomide to doctors for tests
on humans…the doctor did not have to tell patients the drug was experimental. Merrell shipped
about 2.5 million thalidomide pills to more than a thousand American doctors, who gave some of
the pills to about 20,000 patients, including many women of childbearing age”20. By refusing to
accept this drug not only did she stop if from reaching the US’s (prescription) drug market, she
shined the spotlight on the FDA’s flaws. “Which helped the Kefauver-Harris Amendments of
1962 update the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938 (FDCA) to abolish the 60-day time limit
for FDA reviews and require animal testing before human trials can begin, among other
measures. It also added efficacy to safety as a criterion for approval.”21
President John F. Kennedy in a press conference said this after the thalidomide outbreak,
about the 1962 amendment.“In the terrible association between the drug and these very severe
birth defects the havoc wrought by this lead to the 1962 amendments of the law.”22 Dr. Frances
Kelsey was a huge inspiration and symbol that her integrity helped rewrite the FDA, making sure
that the only drugs that get passed through the FDA are the ones who will help the US society,
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and prevent other mislabeled drugs like Thalidomide from ever reaching the US. “She became
director of the agency’s Office of Scientific Investigations, and in a distinguished 45-year career
with the FDA helped rewrite the nation’s medical-testing regulations, strengthening protections
for people and against medical conflicts of interest. The rules have been adopted worldwide.”23
Dr. Frances Kelsey strengthens the safety medically and her work was such a huge
inspiration that her impact became worldwide. Her work might have just saved people from
thalidomide but in doing so she saved the lives of future generations form drug crisis.
“Kefauver-Harris Drug Amendments passed to ensure drug efficacy and greater drug safety. For
the first time, drug manufacturers are required to prove to FDA the effectiveness of their
products before marketing them.”24 Her work was replicated into a law that makes sure that facts
came before theories, the law also reflected the integrity that she showed in her work.

It is with courage and integrity that Dr. Frances Kelsey was able to hold back from the
pressures of Merrell. During her fight to keep Thalidomide out of the US Dr. Frances Kelsey
became a symbol for women to take action and do what is right. She prevented the death many
of children and birth defects caused by Thalidomide; her discovery pushed the Kefauver-Harris
Drug Amendments to be passed, which extended the FDA’s authority. As a working woman, Dr.
Frances Kelsey was underestimated and was looked over, but in response, Dr. Frances Kelsey
became the spotlight of the world. She proved to the U.S. government that short cuts on
pharmaceutical testing can be dangerous, and can cause lots of damage.
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Appendix I

This picture shows babies victim of the thalidomide effects on babies in a newspaper in the NYT
video.
The shadows of the thalidomide tragedy
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Appendix II
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This picture shows Dr. Frances Kelsey Oldham being presented with the Distinguished Federal
Civilian Service in 7 August 1962, JFK library.
AR7400-L. President John F. Kennedy Presents President's Award for Distinguished Federal Civilian
Service to Dr. Frances Oldham Kelsey

Appendix III

This picture shows President John.F Kennedy offering a pen to DR. Frances Kelsey after he
signed them for her to sign in 1962, JFK library.
BILL SIGNING - S. 1552 PUBLIC LAW 87-781, DRUG INDUSTRY ACT OF 1962, 9:45 AM
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Process paper
My Project is about Dr. Frances Kelsey and how she was stepping stone in history for
woman. I choose this topic because it was about a woman who was brave and stood up for what
she believed in, no matter what people said about her. Dr. Frances Kelsey was a woman who
changed the US, even though there were wrong things done to her and I wanted to learn about
how she overcome those obstacles. She was also a great hero that wasn’t recognized as often
now as she was when the when people found out what she did for them, so I thought if I learned
something about her I could teach others what she did.
My research wasn’t too hard to do, but I had to learn a lot about her early life so I Had
some information about her, and so I can get comfortable telling her story. Finding primary
sources was quite hard because I had to know the exact type of information in order to look for
it. That was sometimes hard because I didn’t know what type of information I needed and just
wanted to read through papers and look for random ones. Most websites offered a lot of pieces
of information about her and that was good to start with. But as the project got deeper, I found
myself going back out the same sources for different parts because they were the most trusted
that kept coming up. The videos I watched were mostly interviews with Dr. Frances Kelsey, and
I mostly learned about her background and her victories.
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I choose to write a paper about Dr. Frances Kelsey because I felt that her story was long
and couldn't fit in a poster. A documentary would also just be of pictures of her, and there aren’t
that many available to the public's view. I also wanted to write a paper because the rules of NHD
about the papers were styles that I have not experienced yet and wanted to learn something new
about writing.
Dr. Frances Kelsey Oldham and thalidomide outbreak fits into the NHD theme Triumph
and Tragedy very well. This story is about a woman who triumphantly save millions of american
babies, helps change the us, and women's history. But during these times there was a lot of tragic
gender biases toward her, and especially because she was a woman working a man's job. Even
though the truimph surpases the tragety, Dr. Frances Kelsey’s story is about strength integrity
and courage and not about the tragedy of the gender biases.

